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Abstract—The aims of this research is to produce trigonometry mathematic learning based on multiple intelligence theory that validity, practically, and effectiveness. The learning that includes base on lesson plan (RPP) and learner’s worksheet (LKPD). This development model used in the research is the Plomp’s model (preliminary research, prototyping phase, and assessment phase). The research’s subject was 23 students at grade X SMAN 05 Mukomuko, Bengkulu. The instrument used in this research was validation sheet, teacher and student’s questionnaire and test of mathematic learning result. The product of learning said to be valid if the result learning were valid of content and construct. Practically seen from using the product. Effectiveness seen from the learner’s presentation complete on the test least 70%. Expert validation result show that validation assessment. Practically reached category based on teacher and the student’s questionnaire. The effective said to be effective based on the mathematic learning. The student’s presentation was complete of the test was 73%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The need to improve learners’ skills according to the 2013 curriculum is very important, whereas in the 2013 curriculum, three aspects become the Qualifications Standards for Graduates, such as Attitude, Knowledge and Skills. skills. One of the potentials of learners and the effect on the skill to be attained is multiple intelligence. Multiple intelligence is an internal factor that already exists in the learner and influences the learning process of the learner. Gardner [1] mentions the importance of recognizing and developing all varied human intelligences and combinations of intelligences. The plural intelligence was put forward by Howard Gardner in the book “Frame of Mind” which was later revised with “Intelligence Reframed”. Gardner [1] defines intelligence as the ability to solve problems or create a product. Teachers need to create interactive, inspiring, fun and challenging learning. Multiple intelligence is the range of skills and talents that learners have to solve learning problems [2]. There are nine types of intelligence proposed by Gardner [1]: linguistic, musical, mathematical-logical, visual-spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, intrapersonal, interpersonal, naturalistic and existentialist.

The splendors possessed by the learners are very diverse. With the diversity of intelligence, learners should help teachers to reach learners in an optimal way. Widjajanti [3] mentions that learners’ intelligence helps a teacher to develop learning strategies and develop learning tools to facilitate the multiple intelligences held by learners.

The theory of multiple intelligences also considers that humans basically have the capacity to empower these intelligences to the limit. The development of these abilities depends on the learning environment of the learner. Educators need to create a supportive learning environment by applying a learning strategy to make learning more interesting and meaningful. This statement is in agreement with permendikbud [4] that the learning strategy is the systematic steps used by educators to create a learning environment in order to achieve competence.

Learning strategy based on the theory of multiple intelligences on mathematics learning can be applied diverse. Thus, the ninth intelligence that existed among learners can be empowered with the maximum. Learners become more active in the learning process. In addition, learners are able to relate the subject with everyday life or other sciences. Not only the knowledge and mathematical skills possessed by the learners, but also a good attitude. Ula [5] states that every human has not only a kind of intelligence, but is diversified. This is what causes the value of multiple intelligences in the three domains, namely the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains.

In the 2013 curriculum, the affective aspect (attitude) includes two basic skills, namely KI-1 (spiritual attitude) and KI-2 (social attitude). Social attitudes that learners can achieve in multiple learning-based intelligence confidence, curiosity and criticism. Self-confidence is an attitude of confidence in self-ability, optimistic, courageous express expression, and not easily influenced by others to do things correctly, correctly and effectively against the fulfillment of each desire and hope. This statement is consistent with the opinions of the experts [6,7,8,9]. A critical attitude is the attitude of a person who expresses an opinion on information coming from someone else and who objectively considers things [10]. Zuss [11] curiosity is important as a driver to help create new relationships between ideas, perceptions, concepts and representations.

Learners can know any intelligence that is distinguished in him by trust. This is an important step in the use of the theory of multiple intelligences. According to Armstrong [12] an important step in the use of the theory of multiple intelligences is to determine the nature and quality of his intelligence and to look for a way to empower intelligence.
Thus, learners need a critical attitude and curiosity to empower multiple intelligences.

Multiple intelligences has advantages in learning mathematics, which learners can explore and learn in their own way through the dominant intelligence possessed by learners. Thus, learners can understand mathematical materials. This is in line with Uta's view [5] that "learners will readily grasp the material that the teacher conveys, if the material is provided using the prominent intelligence of the learners."

Many researchers are researching multiple intelligences in mathematics learning. The researcher not only sees the influence of multiple intelligences in the learning of mathematics, for example [13,14,15,16], but also develops a convincing, practical and effective multi-arithmetic mathematical learning tool in learning mathematics, for example [17,18,19]. In general, the results showed that multiple intelligence helps learners improve the learning outcomes of learners.

Based on the results of observation and interviews of teachers of mathematics class X SMAN 05 Mukomuko, learning has implemented the 2013 curriculum, but teachers have not empowered the intelligence possessed by learners. In addition, there is still no learning tool that supports learning-based theory of multiple intelligences.

Development of learning tools (RPP and LKPD) trigonometry based on the theory of multiple intelligences to facilitate teachers to implement learning and facilitate the multiple intelligence of learners. Therefore, this study aims to produce trigonometric learning devices based on the theory of multiple intelligences that are valid, practical, and effective based on Nieveen criteria [20].

RPP is a guideline of steps that will be undertaken by the teacher in the learning activities arranged in an activity scenario [21]. The components and principles of RPP development in this study refers to Permendikbud No. 65 Year 2013 on Process Standards. LKPD is a learner's guide used to conduct investigation or troubleshooting activities [21]. In Permendikbud No. 71 of 2013 which regulates textbooks and teacher manuals for elementary and secondary education teaching materials are considered good and worthy of use if they meet the eligibility criteria of content, language, presentation, and graphics.

II. METHODS

The research conducted in this research is development research. Borg and Gall [22] say that development research is a research method used to develop or validate products used in education and learning. The research model used in this research is the development model of Plomp. Plomp [23] proposes a development model in three phases, namely the preliminary research phase, the prototype development or prototyping phase and the evaluation phase. In the preliminary research phase there are several activities that collect data, analyze and identify problems that arise in learning as a basis for determining the alternative solutions and product specifications needed, study the material coverage needed to achieve the indicators of competence. The analysis of this phase includes needs analysis, program analysis, concept analysis, learner analysis.

In prototyping phase, the realization of the prototype is carried out in formative evaluation. The prototyping phase includes prototype 1, self-assessment and expertise. Self-assessment consists of evaluating the RPP and the LKPD that were designed with the help of colleagues [24]. After repaired, considered good and as expected, then conducted the evaluation phase to the validity of the content by experts or experts (expert reviews). In expert review validated by 5 experts who referring as a validator consists of 3 experts in mathematical education, an expert in educational technology and an expert in Indonesian language.

Prototype 2, which is the result of a one-to-one evaluation. In the individual assessment, three students in class X have different learning abilities (high, medium and low). Prototype 3, small group assessment. A small group evaluation will be conducted in class X, consisting of 6 people with different learning abilities (high, medium and low) and prototype 4, which is the result of a formative evaluation. During the evaluation phase, field trials were conducted in class X SMAN 05 Mukomuko to see practicability and effectiveness. The research data was collected using a validation sheet, a teacher response questionnaire and the student response questionnaire, as well as the results of the learners' learning outcomes test.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result of the early product development as trigonometric learning based on the multiple intelligences theory using the Plomp model is described as follows. According to the preliminary analysis, students' mathematics learning outcomes are still low. This is seen from the value of the learners' daily test. Based on the results of the observation and interviews with the class X mathematics teacher at SMAN 05, Mukomuko also obtained information that the teacher did not empower the multiple intelligences possessed by the learners. Moreover, there is no learning tool (RPP and LKPD) that supports the theory based on learning multiple intelligences.

To find out the multiple intelligence of the learners, the researchers conducted a multiple intelligence test in class X IPA 1 SMAN 05 Mukomuko. The test contains statements containing nine compound intelligences, namely linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, visual-spatial, bodily-kinaesthetic, intrapersonal, interpersonal, naturalist, and existentialist intelligence. These statements were modified from statements compiled by McKenzie [25]. The results of the learners' multiple intelligence tests are shown in Figure 1 below:

![Fig.1. Multiple intelligence of learners](image)

Based on the results of several intelligence tests in Figure 1, there are some dominant intelligences of IPA SMAN 05
Mukomuko class X students, namely interpersonal, logical-mathematical, linguistic and visual-spatial intelligence.

In this study, trigonometric learning devices developed more dominantly using the four intelligences. In the learning tools developed (RPP and LKPD), there are learning activities that facilitate linguistic intelligence, interpersonal intelligence, logico-mathematical and visual-spatial learners. The linguistic intelligence of learners is facilitated by group presentations, readings or conclusions; The intelligence interpersonal learning is facilitated by group discussions; the logical-mathematical intelligence of learners is facilitated by mathematical problems; and the visual-spatial intelligence of learners is facilitated by the presentation of materials using power points and illustrated drawings. Therefore, at each meeting, there will be a group discussion and an illustration of the images related to learning mathematics. However, the other five composed intelligences, namely intrapersonal, existentialist, musical, naturalistic and kinesthetic intelligence are further facilitated in the developed learning device. Thus, the mathematics learning device developed further facilitates nine of the multiple intelligences of the learners, although the proportions are not the same.

Trigonometric devices based on the theory of multiple intelligences are validated by three experts in mathematical education, an expert in education in Indonesian language and a specialist in technological education. The results show that RPP and LKPD meet valid criteria [20], with valid RPP and LKPD features in content and construction that include didactic, content, language and presentation aspects. Trigonometric devices based on the theory of multiple intelligences have the potential to facilitate the intelligence possessed by learners so that participants are able to understand the material through the intelligence that it has. Examples of RPP and LKPD of multiple intelligences validated by experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluated aspects</th>
<th>Average value of practicality (%)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>81.66</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>84.52</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability</td>
<td>85.41</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>79.16</td>
<td>Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Value</td>
<td>82.08</td>
<td>Very practical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the basis of this table, we know that the average percentage of practical questionnaires learner is in a very practical category.

The results of the practical evaluation by teachers after the use of trigonometric devices based on the theory of multiple intelligences are presented in Table 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluated aspects</th>
<th>Average value of practicality (%)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attraction</td>
<td>87.50</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process of se</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Value</td>
<td>90.65</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the teacher evaluation chart, it can be seen that the learning tools developed fall into very practical categories.

The effectiveness of the pedagogical devices is based on the competence of the learners acquired during the learning process. This is seen from the classical completeness acquired by learners of the three aspects of knowledge, attitude and skills. On the basis of the field tests that have been carried out show that the learning tool based on comparative intelligence on trigonometric material developed met the effective criteria. This can be seen from Koginitf's mathematical test which shows that over 73% of learners have reached KKM. Affective learning outcomes achieved an average percentage of 84%. The psychomotor learning scores obtained an average percentage of 81%. Thus, a mathematical learning tool based on the theory of multiple intelligences can be considered effective.

IV. CONCLUSION

The trigonometric devices based on the theory of multiple intelligences developed in this study meet the criteria of validity, practicality and efficiency. The plomp model used in this research comprises three steps: the preliminary research, the prototyping phase and the evaluation phase are very useful for developing trigonometric learning tools based on the theory of multiple intelligences. By enhancing the learners’ intelligence, learners become more active in the learning process and can relate the subject to daily life or other sciences. In addition, learners can explore and learn in their own way through the strongest / most dominant intelligence they have. More importantly, not only the knowledge and mathematical skills possessed by the learners, but also a good attitude.
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